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“Eustaquio considers
herself a painter with a
sculptor’s sensibilities:
canvases are objects to
be made.”
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At one point during my tour of Patricia Perez Eustaquio’s
studio in April, the artist brought out two rolls of mulberry silk,
one white and the other gray, both soft as woven clouds. This was
after I held one of her crocheted doilies and a fragment of stiff silk
cloth, which she had sculpted using glue instead of the usual resin
epoxy, in one of her many experiments that manipulate fabric as a
way to illuminate its shape and form. Canvases, tapestries and huge
graphite drawings surrounded us in the tidy studio, where thin,
white fabric was pinned to its windows as a makeshift curtain.
Eustaquio, who spent her childhood dabbling in crafts, has
always been drawn to fabrics. “My interest in painting is due to my
interest in textiles,” she said. To the artist, a piece of cloth can tell
many stories, such as one of persistence in the face of adversity, seen
in the fragments shown in museums that have survived hundreds,
sometimes even thousands, of years through war or famine. Textiles
are never neutral; they reflect a culture’s prosperity. One can
determine a place’s history, economic standing and social hierarchy
just by looking at the colors and type of fiber used, as well as the
people or machines tasked to weave these fabrics. In these stories,
one can trace Eustaquio’s interest in the biographies of objects—
from their origins, uses, accumulated stories and eventual decay.
Eustaquio was born in Cebu in 1977 and grew up with parents
who encouraged her cultural curiosity. They introduced her to
literature and arts-and-crafts manuals, which she used to teach
herself to sew a bag and then, later, her own clothing; she and her
two siblings would also make their own puppets, and pitch tents
in their backyard. In high school, she enrolled in art classes taught
by multimedia artists Claro “Chitz” Ramirez and Eric Zamuco,
who engaged her in a three-way conversation about fine art and
encouraged her to pursue the discipline at university. She was
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accepted at the University of the Philippines College of Fine Arts (UP
Fine Arts), but deferred for two years when she won a pre-university
multicultural scholarship to Collegio del Mondo Unito dell’Adriatico,
situated in a seaside village in Italy. There, she earned a certificate
in world cultures and participated in the school-wide discussions
held around theories of knowledge. During this period, the 18-yearold Eustaquio was exposed to a range of classical and contemporary
art as well as broader humanities studies. She fondly remembered
the influence of art historian Henry Thomas, who taught her how to
make sense of objects in the context of their cultural backgrounds.
When Eustaquio returned to the Philippines to begin her course
at UP Fine Arts, she brought with her a deeper understanding of art
and European art history. She said, “I had seen so much of it, not
only the different forms it took, but the pomp, the patronage and
indulgence related to their production.” At UP Fine Arts, she was
among the last batch of students taught by the artist Roberto Chabet,
widely considered the father of Philippine conceptual art, who
pushed her development of visual language and educated her on the
importance of metaphors. One of the things he taught her, she said,
was the idea of combining different objects—each carrying their
own memories and stories—and creating a space “in between” for
other stories to surface. He liked to say, she recalled, “One plus
one equals three.” Influenced by Chabet’s approach to art-making,
in 2001 Eustaquio graduated magna cum laude with a thesis
project dealing with the ephemerality of fabric. For the work, she
sewed plain canvas shoes and wore them around Manila, then
photographed the soiled pairs and translated the images into small
paintings. This marked her first efforts at combining paintings with
sculpture, as well as the pairing of seemingly disparate objects to
give birth to new meanings.
Eustaquio’s first solo show occurred in 2003, at the Ayala
Museum in Makati. Titled “Split Seam Stress,” the exhibition’s
highlight was a dress made from fragments of more than 100
thrift-store blouses. (The piece is now displayed in the Metropolitan
Museum of Manila as part of the long-term exhibition, “Philippine
Contemporary: To Scale the Past and the Possible.”) It was from this
show that she also made her first sale, to Cedie Lopez-Vargas from
the Lopez Museum, who would become Eustaqio’s loyal patron. The
acquisition was significant for the artist, who was struggling to
balance her finances with her desire to create. She said, “I felt like
I couldn’t make the works I wanted to make because I was just so
broke.” Thus, she made the decision to move into clothing design
and production, which provided her with a steady paycheck and
motivation to save so that she could continue her art practice after

a brief hiatus. In the ensuing years, she fashioned clothing for
Manila’s glitterati and designed costumes for experimental musicals,
ballets and an early film by slow-cinema proponent Lav Diaz. Of
this period in her life, art historian and critic Patrick D. Flores wrote:
“Eustaquio’s predilection as a designer of clothes is important in
understanding her calling because it crosses the gaps between a
feminine everyday life and an ethical zone in the art world that takes
issue with the virtues of rationality, conceptualism, and indifference
to hand-made, time-consuming, labor-intensive things. It also
nudges her closer to the source of fabric’s wonder: motif, pattern,
repetition, and the meditative quality of painting through the grid
and the thin brush.”
She returned to art-making in 2008 at the encouragement of
two curator friends: Joselina Cruz, now director and curator at
the Museum of Contemporary Art and Design, and Adeline Ooi,
the current director Asia of Art Basel. Revitalized by the interest,
Eustaquio created new work for her first exhibition after a five-year
break, the evocative “Death to the Major, Viva Minor,” at Silverlens’s
SLab, a former piano school. The idea for the exhibition came from
exploring crafts and visual arts as a counterpoint to music; one of its
standout pieces was the phantom-like sculpture, Psychogenic
Fugue (2008), made of cotton lace hardened with epoxy resin to
evoke the outlines of a piano. The work is the first instance of her
shaping a canvas or textile, a technique she now regularly uses in her
practice. Here, form follows content.
Eustaquio considers herself a painter with a sculptor’s
sensibilities: canvases are objects to be made. She even views
her paintings as objects; in her studio, there are numerous black
markings on the white wall, traces of a process in which she moves
a canvas in different directions as she progresses with a work. In
her 2008 exhibition, she showed the series “Reprise I” and “Reprise
II” (both 2008), comprised of irregular-shaped canvases depicting
fragments of enlarged still-life paintings, inspired by Dutch Old
Masters. With these works, Eustaquio seems to say that objects need
not be whole to have something to say; in fact, fragments may have
more to give in a postmodernist world.

(Previous spread)
UNTITLED (STILL LIFE 4), 2017, fiberglass
resin, sugar paste, graphite, acrylic paint,
brass strip , 43 x 38 cm. All images courtesy
the artist and Silverlens, Makati.
(Opposite page)
PSYCHOGENIC FUGUE, 2008, crochet
lace and epoxy, 108 x 212 x 104 cm.
(This page)
REPRISE II, 2008, oil on canvas, 244 x 219 cm.
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(Opposite page, left)
UNTITLED (BUTCHER’S
BLOSSOMS) I, 2012, oil on
canvas, 240 x 200 cm.
(Opposite page, rightt)
UNTITLED (BUTCHER’S
BLOSSOMS) II, 2012, oil on
canvas, 240 x 200 cm.
(This page)
Installation view of THE FUTURE
THAT WAS (REFLECTIONS),
2013, metal, cane, paint, and mirrors
on fabric, dimensions variable, at
“The Future That Was,” Jorge B.
Vargas Museum, Manila, 2013.

The year after her show at SLab, Eustaquio scooped up an Ateneo
Art Award and was included in the 13 Artist Awards given by the
Cultural Center of the Philippines, an award established by
Chabet. In August, she embarked on a three-month Stichting id11
residency in the Netherlands, during which she returned to her
earlier investigations of materiality and textiles. She experimented
with discarded fabric, paper, crochet, linoleum and even balloons.
“There was a lot of experimentation with cardboard and cutting
up things,” she remarked.
Around this time, Eustaquio had begun to travel more to
Europe and the United States, meeting like-minded peers that
allowed her to fully reconnect with her own practice. As a fashion
designer, however, she had never fully disconnected from fine
art and the people who provided her with important critical
engagement. After graduating from UP Fine Arts, she became
close with photorealist painter Nona Garcia and multimedia artist
Maria Taniguchi, sharing a flat with them until 2007. This period
in her career translated into the 2013 group show, “The Midnight
Marriage,” at Silverlens. Though the artists’ practices are different,
each showed monochromatic works that question the manipulation
of memory and perception, with Eustaquio displaying her
“Butcher’s Blossoms” series (2012– ) of irregularly shaped
canvases depicting black-and-white chunks of painted pig
flesh arranged to look like flowers. In the same space, Garcia
showed photographs of blank canvases hung on a wall rendered
as paintings, while Taniguchi made canvases featuring block-shapes
painted in shades of gray. On a professional level, the exhibition
was a confluence of three major female artists. More personally,
Eustaquio has said that the show encapsulates the time they
spent together, during which they grew into themselves and their
practices. Yet, compared to her two colleagues, Eustaquio’s visual
language is described as more “feminine” because of her use of craft
and folk art, something she has always acknowledged and even
championed: “If it’s a marginalized material in a marginalized image
then it is feminine . . . I like marginalized things.”
While she has long explored the tension between masculine
and feminine in her practice, Eustaquio has recently veered
away from oil painting on canvas, which she finds “macho
and [perpetuating] the culture associated with it,” preferring
ambiguity, “blurriness.” For example, at Art Basel Hong Kong in
2016, visitors stepped unknowingly on her installation, Shifting In,
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Sifting Through (2016), comprised of 48 ceramic tiles, the surface
patterns of which appear to be generic, decorative, but are in fact
digitally printed with details of flowers in various states of decay.
Here, the blurred effect upends faulty preconceptions through the
manipulation of contrasts: decorative craft versus fine art; still life
versus abstraction; growth versus decay; macro and micro; and
masculine versus feminine.
Contrasts, or the juxtaposition of materials, stories and form, were
the backbone of two significant solo shows in 2013 and 2016 at Tyler
Rollins Fine Art. At the time, Eustaqiuo’s practice was progressing
toward highly complex fabrications—the result of repeated, earlier
experimentations and trials with materials like crystals and resin
casts—and a more spiritual, holistic understanding of the objects
she works with. For the first show, “The Future That Was,” held in
conjunction with an exhibition of the same name in the Jorge B.
Vargas Museum in Manila, she created mannequin busts out of black
rattan that had been woven using a traditional caning technique
used to make chairs and daybeds, dressing them in black fabric
covered with wooden triangle tiles or mirror shards. Additionally,
there were resin casts of fossilized wood and engraved crystal blocks;
amorphous and polygonal-shaped canvases with images of flowers
in disarray; and fabric patched with mirror fragments. The show
investigated the past and the present through its studies of objects
and design, juxtaposing colonial-era weaving techniques with the
modernist geometric effects of the mirror tiles.
Distinctly different was her 2016 show “Black Dust,” featuring
minimalist graphite-and-gold-leaf drawings of wilted flowers
and paint blobs on paper, reflecting Eustaquio’s curiosity about
materiality. Just as traces of a piano can be more evocative than the
actual object, in these works Eustaquio drew incomplete images,
asking the viewer to imagine what exists in the negative space. In
a similar vein, her use of graphite reminded viewers that the black
dust—ashes—is our inevitable fate.
Another work that explores the accretion of debris debuted later
that year in a solo presentation at the Palais de Tokyo in Paris. That
Mountain Is Coming (2016) features four panels mounted near the
ceilings of the museum. On the panels are drawings of refuse from
Eustaquio’s studio, suggesting that the residue of art-making is a
commentary on itself. The drawings are combined with textile fibers
and copper and aluminum plaques which are then layered onto the
canvas to appear like landscapes.
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As Eustaquio became more visible on the international art
stage, her practice began to evolve from an interest in handmade
traditional crafts to new, technologically enhanced tools that can
augment art practices and ways of making objects. After the Palais
de Tokyo exhibition, she participated in the Singapore Biennale,
titled “An Atlas of Mirrors,” where she initiated an investigation
into orchids and orchid-hunters. In The Hunters Enter the Woods
(2016), orchid bestial markings in spots and stripes were painted
in oil on enormous, irregularly shaped aluminum sheets. Here, the
large format contrasted with the up-close, detailed imagery. Later
in the year, in her solo exhibition “Flowers for X” at Yavuz Gallery in
Singapore, she showed circular canvases and large silk strips bearing
paintings and digitally-printed images of floral bouquets in stages of
entropy. White spears made of epoxy, PVC pipe, gold aluminum wire
and found plastic flowers leaned in a row, on the wall. In a previous
ArtAsiaPacific interview, she refered to these spears as “botanical
armada,” each one topped with an artificial plant that speaks of
some misguided visual authority.
Earlier in her practice, Eustaquio dedicated hours of painstaking
labor to trace photographs onto canvases, using only her eye and a
pencil, before painting in the details. Now, she enlarges and digitally
prints photographs onto a canvas and paints over it, achieving the
same results for less backbreaking work and freeing up her time
to conduct more research on materials, themes and fabrications.
For example, the impetus for a recent black-and-white tapestry
work, which she will show in Taipei in June at Mind Set Art Center,
was the result of months-long research into 19th-century Filipino
painter Juan Luna’s famous work, The Death of Cleopatra (1881).
During a Gasworks residency in London recently, Eustaquio visited

(Opposite page, top)
FLOWERS FOR X, II, 2016, oil on canvas, 152.5 cm (diameter).
(Opposite page, bottom)
Installation view of THAT MOUNTAIN IS COMING, 2016,
digital prints on canvases with wood, dimensions variable,
at “That Mountain is Coming,” Palais de Tokyo, 2016.
(This page)
UNTITLED, 2018, tapestry, 200 x 290 cm.
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the British Museum to see the mummy of Cleopatra, fascinated
by why Luna had chosen to paint the Egyptian Queen in her final
moments. Of her homage, she said: “I wanted to explore the idea of
migrant objects that have traveled across the world because of trade
or empire, and that have become commonplace in their “foreign”
or new-ish environment.” For this work, she traced the outlines of
the Luna painting on her computer, then filled out its areas with
various colors so that only specific shapes within the painting were
discernable. She then swapped those colors with subtle variations
of black and white and “painted” them—not by hand, but with
digitally-manipulated photos of paint blobs. The digital file was then
sent to a tapestry weaving company, which she coordinated with to
test the machine’s weaving warp and weft, as well as experimenting
with variations in textures of materials such as silk and wool.
In the process of its creation, the work has migrated from a
traditionally masculine medium, painting, to a feminine one,
tapestry; this time not through the hands of women toiling for years
but via a digital loom as big as a room. As with all of Eustaquio’s
work, in this piece form follows content, but now her approach
relates to the movement of the forms of object-making, from one
technology to another, in the process that revisits and retrieves
histories and meanings not imagined at the onset. “My style has
changed completely,” she said, noting her evolution. However, her
desire to understand objects and their past is very much the same.
Perhaps she is acknowledging what the first Homo erectus knew: that
in objects, one can see a story reflected, and it is in our relationships
with objects that we feel truly human.
*Visit our Digital Library at library.artasiapacific.com for more articles on Patricia Perez Eustaquio.
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